Q Anon’s Secret Code: D. Trump is Catholic! Pt 1
All of us love a good mystery and one of the biggest mysteries on the
internet right now is the identity of a poster by the name of Q Anon and
he, or she, posts on the channel, 4chan which is, I guess, some kind of
a bulletin board; I don't know much about it. And I was watching a
video by Roy Potter a couple days ago and he said if you want to know
about Q Anon visit the Tracy Beanz channel because she's sort of an
expert on it. So I watched one of her videos and it is very interesting
what Q is posting; he or she, nobody knows who this person is, seems
to be a Trump Administration insider. Q gives a lot of information that
only someone who is close to the President would know about. Some
people even think that Q Anon is President Trump.
Anyway, I was reading through the posts as found on Tracy Beanz'
video, and she does a good job by the way, and I'll put a link to her
video below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_CiGdfGlSM

And Q Anon’s post on November 14th was extremely interesting and
this is what he posted, the second of the posts for November the 14th,
and as you can see there are, I think 24 lines, and it's signed Q. But
what's really interesting is that the last 10 lines are the 'Our Father’ (the
Lord’s Prayer). So right away my curiosity was piqued; it's very unusual
to find anyone on the internet posting the 'Our Father'. I mean Melanie
Trump did say the ‘Our Father' before one of her husband's rallies but
that is the exception to the rule. So I thought, I'm going to have to look
into this a little more closely, because, as you know, in Bible prophecy,
numerology is very important and Q Anon spread out his 'Our Father'
over 10 lines, which is a very significant Biblical number. So I was
thinking, if the last 10 verses, or lines, before the Q signature have to
do with the 'Our Father' and is a recitation of the ‘Our Father', what
would the first 10 lines indicate?
So let's look at the immediately preceding post on November 14th and
sure enough, the first 10 lines, after the introduction phrase is, 'For the
coming days ahead’, which tells me that this really is a prophecy. The
next 10 lines are about Donald Trump and why he chose to run for
president. Why would he leave the safety and security of being a
billionaire and being famous already and having a loving family; why
would he leave all that? And then Q speculates that he is concerned
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especially about the morality of our society. I am going to suggest to
you that the solution to Anon's question there, Q Anon's question in the
first 10 lines, is found in the last 10 lines and that is the 'Our Father'.
But what's really interesting, the ‘Our Father' is not an ordinary 'Our
Father'; it is the Catholic version of the 'Our Father' and we know
because the phrase 'forgive us our trespasses' is used instead of
'forgive us our debts' and also, the last part of the Protestant 'Our
Father' is left off, in other words, 'for thine is the kingdom the power
and the glory’, is absent.
So what Q is telling us definitely is that he or she is a Catholic; I don't
see how you can interpret it any other way. And I think even more, Q is
telling us that Donald Trump is a Catholic! And I have been telling you
for the last three or four months: that Donald Trump, according to Bible
prophecy, must convert and become a Catholic. And then I thought
maybe I will count the rest of the lines in these two posts. These were
posted, as I say, November the 14th and the first post is signed Q, the
last post is signed Q and the first line, as I said, is ‘For the coming
days ahead' , which indicates a prophecy. I think this is not only a
prophecy, in fact, I think this is Apocalyptic Literature, just like you find
in the Bible.
The last 10 verses or lines relate the 'Our Father'; the first 10 lines ask
questions about why Donald Trump would leave the peace and safety
and security of his famous life to become President of the United
States. Between those two series of 10 lines, the first 10 and the last
10, are 30 lines, 50 in all. '50', of course, refers to the 50 United States
but also to the number of Hail Mary's in a Rosary and if you know how
Bible prophecy works in Apocalyptic Literature, you would very
naturally assume that if there are 10 lines at the beginning and 10 lines
at the end and 30 lines in between, those 30 lines are also divided into
a 10-10-10 sequence, even though they are not delineated as such.
That is what you would normally assume and you'd find that was true
with Daniel or Ezekiel or Zachariah and they are all great prophets.
But what would five 10s represent? That’s easy, they would represent
the 5 decades in one complete Rosary. Any Catholic can tell you that
and anyone who understands Bible prophecy can tell you that. And
what about the other three lines: the Q signature at the fend of the first
group of posts and the Q signature at the end and the announcement
at the beginning, 'For the coming days ahead’, which tells us this is a
prophecy. That gives us three more lines and 53 is the total number of
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Hail Mary’s in a complete five decade Rosary. This is not accidental,
people. Now, I'm not sure if Q Anon knew what he or she was doing or
if the Holy Spirit guided this prophecy which is not unique in true
prophecy; sometimes I don't think even Isaiah or Daniel knew exactly
what they were doing. I think the Holy Spirit guided them also.
So now, who do you suppose Q Anon is? And that's the first question I
asked on this program. Well, there are two prominent Catholics in
Donald Trump's administration: one would be Sean Spicer and the
other would be Kelly Ann Conway and I'm leaning towards Kelly Ann
as the real Q Anon and the reason I say that is, first of all, women love
mystery and Q Anon is full of mystery. And secondly there is all that
alliteration: Q, Kelly Ann, and Conway. I suspect that Q is actually Kelly
Ann Conway and she would know what is going on in the Trump
administration. She is a Catholic; the message that she is giving us is
that not only is Q a Catholic but that Donald Trump is becoming
Catholic, if he is not already Catholic.
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